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Abstract
We consider the substitution a,b defined by
a,b W 1 7! 1: : : 1

a
2,
2 7! 1: : : 1

b
3,
3 7! 1
with a  b  1. The shift dynamical system induced by a,b is measure theoreti-
cally isomorphic to an exchange of three domains on a compact tile Ta,b with fractal
boundary.
We prove that Ta,b is homeomorphic to the closed disk iff 2b   a  3. This
solves a conjecture of Shigeki Akiyama posed in 1997. To this effect, we construct
a Hölder continuous parametrization Ca,b W S1 ! Ta,b of the boundary of Ta,b. As
a by-product, this parametrization gives rise to an increasing sequence of polygonal
approximations of Ta,b, whose vertices lye on Ta,b and have algebraic pre-images
in the parametrization.
1. Introduction
In 1982, G. Rauzy studied the dynamical system generated by the substitution
 (1) D 12,  (2) D 13,  (3) D 1 and proved that it is measure theoretically conjugate
to a domain exchange on a compact subset T of the complex plane [36]. Moreover,
it has pure discrete spectrum and it is isomorphic to translation on the two dimen-
sional torus. T has a self-similar structure and induces both a periodic and an ape-
riodic tiling of the plane. The results of Rauzy were generalized. A Rauzy fractal
T  Rd 1 can be attached to each irreducible unimodular Pisot substitution  on d
letters. The shift dynamical system generated by  is measure theoretically isomorphic
to a domain exchange on d subtiles of T , provided that  satisfies the combinatorial
strong coincidence condition [6, 16]. If  satisfies the super coincidence condition, the
shift dynamical system has even pure discrete spectrum and is measure theoretically
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isomorphic to a translation on the (d   1) dimensional torus ([27, 7]). In this case, the
tile T induces a periodic tiling and the subtiles T (i) for i 2 {1, : : : , d} an aperiodic
self-replicating tiling of Rd 1 [27]. In fact, the outstanding Pisot conjecture states that
the dynamical system generated by every irreducible unimodular Pisot substitution has
pure discrete spectrum.
There is a vast literature on Rauzy fractals, as they appear naturally in many do-
mains. In -numeration ([44]), finiteness properties of digit representations are related
to the fact that 0 is an inner point of the Rauzy fractal, and the intersection of the Rauzy
fractal with lines allows to characterize the rationals numbers with purely periodic ex-
pansion [4]. In Diophantine approximation, best simultaneous approximations are ob-
tained by computing the size of the largest ball inside the Rauzy fractal [24]. Rauzy
fractals also play an important rôle in the construction of Markov partitions for toral
automorphisms. It is known that every hyperbolic automorphism of the d-dimensional
torus admits a Markov partition [40, 12]. For d D 2, the partition is made of rectangles
[1]. However, for d > 2, the partition can not have a smooth boundary [13]. Markov
partitions for hyperbolic toral automorphisms were explicitly constructed in [35, 34, 26]
using cylinders whose bases are the original subtiles of the Rauzy fractals. Whenever
the Rauzy fractal is homeomorphic to the closed disk, the situation remains close to the
case d D 2, as the Markov partition consists in topological 3-dimensional balls.
In their monograph [39], Siegel and Thuswaldner give algorithms to check topo-
logical properties such as tiling property, connectedness or homeomorphy to the closed
disk for any given Pisot unimodular substitution. These criteria use graphs and rely on
the self-similar structure of the Rauzy fractals. However, it is usually more difficult to
describe the topological properties for whole families of Rauzy fractals.
In this paper, we consider the Rauzy fractals Ta,b associated with the substitutions
a,b W 1 7! 1: : : 1

a times
2,
2 7! 1: : : 1

b times
3,
3 7! 1
over the alphabet {1, 2, 3}, where a  b  1. For every such parameters a, b, a,b is
an irreducible primitive unimodular Pisot substitution. Moreover, it satisfies the super
coincidence condition [7, 42]. Therefore, Ta,b induces a periodic tiling and its subtiles
Ta,b(i) (i D 1, 2, 3) an aperiodic self-replicating tiling of the plane.
The study of this family of substitutions originates in its connection with numera-
tion systems. More precisely, the substitutions a,b arise naturally in the context of -
expansions: they are special instances of the so-called -substitutions associated with
simple Parry numbers  (see for example [44] or [20]).
We will show that Ta,b is homeomorphic to the closed disk if and only if 2b a 
3. This solves a conjecture of Shigeki Akiyama announced in 1997 [2, 3]. To this
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effect, we will construct a parametrization of the boundary of Ta,b. A standard method
for the boundary parametrization of self-affine tiles was proposed by Shigeki Akiyama
and the author in [5]. We will be able to extend this construction for the boundary
of our substitution tiles, as it mainly relies on the graph-directed self-similar structure
of the boundary. A by-product of the parametrization is a sequence of boundary ap-
proximations whose way of generation is analogous to Dekking’s recurrent set method
[17, 18].
We mention existing results. In the case b D 1, the tiles Ta,1 were shown to be
disk-like and the Hausdorff dimension of their boundary was computed by Messaoudi
[30, 31] via a boundary parametrization, but the technique used to parametrize would
not generalize to the non disk-like tiles. In [25], Ito and Kimura produced the bound-
ary of T1,1 by Dekking’s fractal generating method, making use of higher dimensional
geometric realizations of the Tribonacci substitution. This also allowed the computa-
tion of the Hausdorff dimension of the boundary. They could generalize their method
in [37]. In [45], Thuswaldner computed the so-called contact graph, related to the ape-
riodic tilings induced by Ta,b, for the whole class of substitutions a,b and deduced the
Hausdorff dimension of the boundary of Ta,b. This graph will be of great importance
in our parametrization procedure. In [28], the non-disk-likeness for the parameters sat-
isfying 2b   a > 3 was proved. Indeed, the authors obtained a subgraph of the lattice
boundary graph, associated with the periodic tiling induced by Ta,b, for all parameters
a  b  1. It turned out that for 2b  a > 3, the number of states in this graph, which
is also the number of neighbors of Ta,b in the periodic tiling, is strictly larger than 8.
However, in a periodic tiling induced by a topological disk, the tiles have either 6 or
8 neighbors [22]. Therefore, Ta,b is not homeomorphic to a disk. We will recover this
result by another method based only on the contact graphs, showing that the param-
etrization is not injective for these parameters. The proof of the counterpart is more
intricate, as it consists in showing the injectivity of the parametrization for 2b  a  3:
this requires rather involved computations on Büchi automata.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we recall basic facts concerning
our class of substitutions and formulate our main results. In Section 3, we introduce
two graphs that are essential in our work: the boundary graph G0,a,b, that describes
the whole language of the boundary of Ta,b, and a subgraph G0,a,b  G0,a,b, whose
language is large enough to cover the boundary. In Section 4, we use the graph G0,a,b
to construct the boundary parametrization, proving Theorem 2.2. Section 5 is devoted
to the proof of Theorem 2.1. If 2b  a  3, then G0,a,b D G0,a,b and we can show that
the parametrization is injective. Therefore, Ta,b is a simple closed curve and Ta,b is
disk-like. Otherwise, the complement of G0,a,b in G0,a,b is nonempty and we can find
a redundant point in the parametrization. Finally, in Section 6, we add some comments
and questions for further work.
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2. Main results
We wish to study the topological properties of a class tiles arising from a family
of substitutions.
2.1. Substitutions a,b . Let A WD {1,2,3} be the alphabet. We denote by A the
free monoid over A, i.e., the set of finite words over A, including the empty word ",
where the composition of two words u and v is their concatenation uv. For a  b  1,
we call  D a,b W A ! A the mapping
(2.1)
 W 1 7! 1: : : 1

a times
2,
2 7! 1: : : 1

b times
3,
3 7! 1,
extended to A by concatenation.
For a word w 2 A, we write jwj its length and jwja the number of occurrences
of a letter a in w. We define the abelianization mapping
l W w 2 A 7! (jwja)a2A 2 N3.
The incidence matrix M of the substitution  is the 3  3 matrix obtained by abelian-
ization:
(2.2) l( (w)) D Ml(w)
for all w 2 A. Thus we have
M D
0

a b 1
1 0 0
0 1 0
1
A
.
M is a primitive matrix, i.e., Mk has only strictly positive entries for some power
k 2 N (here, k D 3). We denote by  the corresponding dominant Perron–Frobenius
eigenvalue, satisfying 3 D a2 C b C 1. The substitution  has the following prop-
erties. It is
• primitive: the incidence matrix M is a primitive matrix;
• unimodular:  is an algebraic unit;
• irreducible: the algebraic degree of  is exactly jAj D 3;
• Pisot: the Galois conjugates 1, 2 of  satisfy j1j, j2j < 1 (see [14]).
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2.2. Associated Rauzy fractals Ta,b . We turn to the construction of the Rauzy
fractals associated with the substitution  .
Let v

be a strictly positive left eigenvector of M for the dominant eigenvalue  and
u

a strictly positive right eigenvector with coordinates in Z[], satisfying hu

, v

i D 1.
Moreover, let u
i be the eigenvectors for the Galois conjugates obtained by replacing 
by i in the coordinates of the vector u . We obtain the decomposition
R
3
D He Hc,
where
• He is the expanding line, generated by u ,
• Hc is the contracting plane, generated by u1 , u2 (or by <(u1 ), =(u1 ) whenever
1, 2 are complex conjugates).
We denote by  W R3 ! Hc the projection onto Hc along He and by h the restriction
of M on the contractive plane Hc. Note that if we define the norm
kxk D max{jhx, v
1ij, jhx, v2ij},
then h is a contraction with jhxj  max{j1j, j2j}kxk for all x 2 Hc.
Furthermore, we have
(2.3) 8w 2 A, h((l(w))) D (Ml(w)) D (l( (w))).
The fixed point w D w0w1w2    D limk!1  k(1) 2 AN embeds into R3 as a dis-
crete line with vertices {l(w0    wn)I n 2 N}. The assumption that  is a Pisot sub-
stitution implies that this broken line remains at a bounded distance of the expanding
line. Projecting the vertices of the discrete line on the contracting plane, we obtain the
Rauzy fractal of  (see [6]):
T D Ta,b D { Æ l(w0w1: : : wn 1)I n 2 N},
8i 2 A, T (i) D Ta,b(i) D { Æ l(w0w1: : : wn 1)I wn D i, n 2 N}.
For our purpose, we will need to view the Rauzy fractals as solution of a graph dir-
ected iteration function system (GIFS, see [29]). The appropriate graph is the prefix-
suffix graph, defined as in [15]:
• vertices: the letters of A;
• edges: i
p
 ! j if and only if  ( j) D pis for some s 2 A.
The prefix-suffix graph 0 D 0a,b of  is depicted on Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. Prefix-suffix graph: i
p
 ! j 2 0   ( j) D pis.
Since  is a primitive unimodular Pisot substitution, T is the attractor of the GIFS
defined by the prefix-suffix graph (see for example [11]):
(2.4)
8i 2 A, T (i) D
[
i
p
 ! j
hT ( j)C  l(p),
T D
3
[
iD1
T (i).
From this GIFS structure we deduce that the Rauzy fractal and its subtiles are a
geometric representation of the language of the prefix-suffix graph [16]:
T D
(
X
k0
hk(l(pk))I i0
p0
 ! i1
p1
 ! i2
p2
 !    2 0
)
and for i 2 A
(2.5) T (i) D
(
X
k0
hk(l(pk))I i0 D i
p0
 ! i1
p1
 ! i2
p2
 !    2 0
)
.
There are other equivalent constructions of the Rauzy fractal. An overview of the
different methods can be found in [10].
Fundamental topological properties of these Rauzy fractals can be found in the
literature.
(1) T is a compact set and T D T o.
(2) For i D 1, 2, 3, the subtile T (i) is a compact set and T (i) D T (i)o.
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tribonacci substitution substitution 7,10
Fig. 2. Aperiodic self-replicating tilings of the contracting plane.
(3) The subtiles induce an aperiodic tiling of the contracting plane. Let (e1, e2, e3) be
the canonical basis of R3. The tiling set is
0srs WD {[(x), i] 2 (Z3) AI 0  hx, vi < hei , vi}
and
(2.6)
8[ , i] ¤ [ 0, j] 2 0srs , (T (i)C  )o \ (T ( j)C  0)o D ;,
Hc D
[
[ ,i]20srs
T (i)C  .
(1) and (2) hold because  is a primitive unimodular Pisot substitution [41]. (3) is a
consequence of the combinatorial super coincidence condition satisfied by  . Indeed,
Solomyak [42] proved in 1992 that the associated dynamical system has pure discrete
spectrum, and Barge and Kwapisz [7] showed in 2006 that this is equivalent to the
super coincidence condition for the substitution. By [27], the subtiles T (i) (i D 1, 2, 3)
induce the aperiodic tiling of the plane (2.6). This tiling is also self-replicating (see
[39, Chapter 3]). Examples are depicted in Fig. 2.
In this paper, we will prove the following theorem.
Theorem 2.1. Consider the substitution a,b (a  b  1) defined in (2.1) and let
Ta,b be its Rauzy fractal. Then
Ta,b is homeomorphic to a closed disk  2b   a  3.
Some examples can be seen on Fig. 3. The cases a D b D 1 and a  b D 1 were
treated in [30, 31], where it was shown that the Rauzy fractals are quasi-circles. Also,
it was proved in [28] that Ta,b can not be homeomorphic to a closed disk as soon as
2b   a > 3. We will recover all these results by another method. Indeed, in order to
prove Theorem 2.1, we will construct a parametrization of the boundary of T . This
parametrization will have the following properties.
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1,2 3,3
4,4 7,10
Fig. 3. Disk-like (above) and non disk-like (below) cubic Rauzy
fractals.
Theorem 2.2. Consider the substitution  D a,b (a  b  1) defined in (2.1) and
let T be its Rauzy fractal. Let  be the largest root of
x4 C (1   b)x3 C (b   a)x2   (a C 1)x   1.
Then there exists a surjective Hölder continuous mapping C W [0, 1] ! T with C(0) D
C(1) and a sequence of polygonal curves (1n)n0 such that
• limn!1 1n D T (Hausdorff metric).
• Denote by Vn the set of vertices of 1n . Then
Vn  VnC1  C(Q() \ [0, 1]).
The Hölder exponent is s D   logjj=logjj, where jj D max{j1j, j2j}.
REMARK 2.3. In the case 2 D 1, the Hölder exponent is
s D
1
dimH T
.
The construction of the boundary parametrization C in Theorem 2.2 roughly reads
as follows. The tile T D Ta,b is the attractor of the graph directed construction (2.4).
The labels of the infinite walks in the associated prefix-suffix graph 0 D 0a,b build
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up the language of the tile. The boundary T happens to be also the attractor of a
graph directed construction. A finite graph G with a bigger number of states than 0
describes the corresponding sublanguage of the language of T . This graph induces a
Dumont–Thomas numeration system [19], leading to the parametrization schematically
represented below:
C W [0, 1] T
G
 
!
 
!
 
!
with C(0) D C(1). To prove Theorem 2.1, we will investigate the injectivity of C on
[0, 1[. Indeed, whenever C is injective, T is a simple closed curve and T is homeo-
morphic to a closed disk by a theorem of Schönflies—a strengthened form of Jordan’s
curve theorem, see [46].
3. GIFS for the boundary of Ta,b
In this section, we introduce two graphs that describe the boundary of the Rauzy
fractals T D Ta,b associated to the substitutions  D a,b. First, we will focus on the
boundary graph G0,a,b, that describes the whole language of the boundary of Ta,b. Sec-
ond, we will present a subgraph G0,a,b  G0,a,b, whose language is large enough to
cover the boundary. The latter graph will be strongly connected (see Lemma 3.11),
unlike the boundary graph, and this property will allow us to perform the boundary
parametrization. Both graphs will be of importance to distinguish the disk-like tiles
from the non-disk-like tiles. Roughly speaking, whenever the languages of these graphs
are equal, the parametrization is injective and the boundary is a simple closed curve,
otherwise the parametrization fails to be injective. For our class of substitutions, slight
different versions of these graphs were computed in 2006 [45] and in 2013 [28] (see
Remarks 3.4 and 3.9). A crucial result will be Lemma 3.2, characterizing the bound-
ary points of the tiles. Indeed, the “if part” will be used to prove the continuity of the
parametrization C in Theorem 2.2 for all parameters a, b, the “only if part” to prove
its injectivity whenever 2b   a  3.
By the tiling property (2.6),
T D
3
[
iD1
[
[ , j]20srs ,¤0
T (i) \ (T ( j)C  ).
The subtiles T (i) satisfy the equations (2.4). This allows to write the boundary T
itself as the attractor of a graph directed function system (GIFS).
3.1. The boundary graph: the boundary language.
DEFINITION 3.1. The boundary graph G0 D G0,a,b is the largest graph satisfying
the following conditions.
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(i) A triple [i,  , j] 2 A  (Z3) A is a vertex of G0 if
(3.1) k k  2max{k l(p)kI p label of 0}
1  max{j1j, j2j}
.
(ii) There is an edge [i,  , j] pjp
0
  ! [i1, 1, j1] iff i
p
 ! i1 2 0, j
p0
 ! j1 2 0 and
h1 D  C (l(p0)   l(p)).
(iii) Each vertex belongs to an infinite walk starting from a vertex [i, , j] with [ , j] 2
0srs and ( ¤ 0 or i < j).
The set of vertices of G0 is denoted by S0.
An analogous definition can be found in [39, Definition 5.4]. Note that (3.1) is an
upper bound for the diameter of T .
For a given substitution, the computation of G0 is algorithmic. There are finitely
many triples satisfying (3.1). G0 is obtained after checking the algebraic relation of
(ii) between all pairs of triples and erasing the vertices that do not fulfill (iii). See
also [39].
EXAMPLE 1. G0 is depicted on Fig. 4 for a D b D 1. See Table 1 for the vertices
associated to the letters in this graph. Here, if S D [i,  , j], then S  WD [ j,  , i]. The
colored states stand for triples [i,  , j] with [ , j] 2 0srs . The labels just indicate the
number of 1’s in p1, p2 (0 for the prefix ).
Boundary points are characterized as follows.
Lemma 3.2. Let (pk)k0 and (p0k)k0 be the labels of infinite walks in the prefix-
suffix graph 0 starting from i 2 A and j 2 A respectively. Let  2 (Z3) such that
[ , j] 2 0srs and ( ¤ 0 or i < j). Then
X
k0
hk l(pk) D  C
X
k0
hk l(p0k) DW x
if and only if there is an infinite walk
[i,  , j] p0jp
0
0
   ! [i1, 1, j1]
p1jp01
   !    2 G0.
In this case, x 2 T (i) \ (T ( j)C  ).
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Fig. 4. Boundary graph of the Tribonacci substitution (a D b D 1).
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Proof of Lemma 3.2. We mainly use arguments of [39, Proof of Theorem 5.6].
If the above infinite walk exists in G0, then using the definition of the edges one can
write for all n  0:
hnC1nC1 C
n
X
kD0
 l(pk) D  C
n
X
kD0
 l(p0k).
As h is contracting and (n)n0 is a bounded sequence, letting n ! 1 gives the re-
quired equality.
We now construct the walk by assuming the equality of the two infinite expan-
sions. Note that  satisfies (3.1), and by assumption there exist edges i p0 ! i1 and
j p
0
0
 ! j1 in 0. Let
1 D
1
X
kD0
 l(pkC1)  
1
X
kD0
 l(p0kC1) D h 1( C  l(p00)    l(p0)).
Then again 1 satisfies (3.1) and h1 D C(l(p00)  l(p0)). Moreover, choosing x 2 Z3
satisfying (x) D  , we can define
x1 D M 1(x C l(p00)   l(p0)) 2 Z3,
that is, 1 2 (Z3). Therefore, the edge [i,  , j]
p0jp00
   ! [i1, 1, j1] fulfills (ii) of Defin-
ition 3.1. The infinite sequence of edges [i,  , j] p0jp
0
0
   ! [i1, 1, j1]
p1jp01
   !    satisfying
(i) and (ii) of Definition 3.1 is constructed iteratively in the above way. It satisfies
also (iii), since [ , j] 2 0srs and ( ¤ 0 or i < j). Therefore, it is an infinite walk
in G0.
Lemma 3.3. Let [i,  , j] 2 S0. Then either [ , j] or [  , i] belongs to 0srs .
Proof. Note that [0, i] 2 0srs for all i 2 A. By definition, a vertex of G0 belongs
to an infinite walk starting from a vertex [i,  , j] with [ , j] 2 0srs . Thus we assume
that a given vertex [i,  , j] of G0 satisfies [ , j] 2 0srs or [  , i] 2 0srs , and check
that as soon as there is an edge [i,  , j] pjp
0
  ! [i1, 1, j1] in G0, then either [1, j1] or
[ 1, i1] belongs to 0srs . Indeed, let x 2 Z3 such that (x) D  . Then the existence
of such an edge insures that
1 D (x1) D (M 1(x C l(p0)   l(p)))
for some x1 2 Z3. Therefore,
hx1, vi D hM 1(x C l(p0)   l(p)), vi D 1

hx C l(p0)   l(p), v

i.
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If [ , j] 2 0srs , then 0  hx, vi < he j , vi implies that
 
 1
hl(p), v

i  hx1, vi < 
 1
he j C l(p0), vi.
Using the fact that  (i1) D pis and  ( j1) D p0 js 0 for some s, s 0 2 A, we obtain
 hei1 , vi < hx1, vi < he j1 , vi,
hence [1, j1] or [ 1,i1] belongs to 0srs . A similar computation holds if [  ,i] 2 0srs .
See also [39, Proof of Theorem 5.6].
REMARK 3.4. In [39, 45], all the vertices [i,  , j] of the boundary graph satisfy
[ , j] 2 0srs , but two types of edges are used. In the present article, we do not intro-
duce two types of edges. In this way, the labels of infinite walks in G0 are sequences
of prefixes that also occur as labels of infinite walks in the prefix-suffix graph. In other
words, the language of the boundary of T is directly visualized as a sublanguage of T .
This will be important for the proof of our main results, that requires to find out the in-
finite sequences of prefixes (pk)k0, (p0k)k0 satisfying
P
k0 h
k
 l(pk) D
P
k0 h
k
 l(p0k).
We explain in the core of the proof of Proposition 3.10 how to get rid off the two
types of edges from the boundary graphs of [39, 45] in order to derive our boundary
graph G0.
We call
S D {[i,  , j] 2 S0 W  ¤ 0, [ , j] 2 0srs}
the set of neighbors of T in the tiling (2.6).
This gives us the first boundary GIFS.
Proposition 3.5. Let B[i,  , j] the non-empty compact sets solutions of the GIFS
(3.2) 8[i,  , j] 2 S0, B[i,  , j] D
[
[i, , j]
pjp0
  ![i1,1, j1]2G0
hB[i1, 1, j1]C  l(p).
Then B[i,  , j] D T (i) \ (T ( j)C  ) and T DS[i, , j]2S B[i,  , j].
Proof. The proof follows [39, Proof of Theorem 5.7]. The set
{x 7! hx C  l(p)}
[i, , j]
pjp0
  ![i1, , j1]2G0
is a graph iterated function system, since h is a contraction. By a result of Mauldin and
Williams [29], there is a unique sequence of non-empty compact sets (B[i, , j])[i, , j]2S0
which is the attractor of this GIFS.
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We now show that the sequence of sets (T (i) \ (T ( j) C  ))[i, , j]2S0 also satisfies
the set equations of the above GIFS and then use the uniqueness of the attractor.
Let [i,  , j] be a vertex of G0. Using (2.4), we can subdivide each intersection of
tiles as follows:
T (i) \ (T ( j)C  )
D
[
i
p
 !i120, j
p0
 ! j120
 l(p)C h[T (i1) \ (T ( j1)C h 1(l(p0)   l(p)C h 1
  
DW1
)].(3.3)
Let [i1, 1, j1] be as in the above union. If it is a vertex of G0, then by a similar
computation as in the first part of the proof of Lemma 3.2, one obtains a point in
T (i1) \ (T ( j1)C 1), thus this intersection is non-empty.
On the contrary, suppose T (i1) \ (T ( j1) C 1) ¤ ;. We wish to show that
[i,  , j] pjp
0
  ! [i1, 1, j1] 2 G0. First, since [i,  , j] is a vertex of G0, we can write
 D (x) for some x 2 Z3 and 1 D (M 1(x C l(p0)   l(p))) 2 (Z3). Also, since
T (i1) \ (T ( j1) C 1) ¤ ;, there are (pk)k0 and (p0k)k0 labels of infinite walks of 0
starting from i1 and j1 respectively such that
X
k0
hk l(pk) D  C
X
k0
hk l(p0k).
Consequently, 1 is bounded as in (3.1). Hence the edge [i, , j]
pjp0
  ! [i1,1, j1] satisfies
(i), as well as (ii) of Definition 3.1. Moreover, from the above equality of expansions,
one can construct as in the proof of Lemma 3.2 an infinite sequence of edges starting
from [i1, 1, j1] and satisfying (i) and (ii) of Definition 3.1. Lastly, by assumption on
[i,  , j], one can find a walk [i0, 0, j0]
q0jq 00
   !   
ql jq 0l
  ! [i,  , j] in G0 with [0, j0] 2 0srs
and (0 ¤ 0 or i < j). Altogether, we have found an infinite sequence of edges satis-
fying (i) and (ii) and including the edge [i,  , j] pjp
0
  ! [i1, 1, j1]. Therefore, [i1, 1, j1]
fulfills (iii) of Definition 3.1 and [i,  , j] pjp
0
  ! [i1, 1, j1] belongs to G0.
It follows that (3.3) can be re-written as
(3.4)
T (i) \ (T ( j)C  )
D
[
[i, , j]
pjp0
  ![i1,1, j1]2G0
 l(p)C h[T (i1) \ (T ( j1)C h 1(l(p0)   l(p)C h 1
  
DW1
)].
By unicity of the GIFS-attractor, we conclude that B[i,  , j] D T (i) \ (T ( j)C  ) for
all [i,  , j] 2 S0.
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The second equality is a consequence of the tiling property and the definition of S:
T D
3
[
iD1
[
[ , j]20srs , ¤0
T (i) \ (T ( j)C  ) D
[
[i, , j]2S
T (i) \ (T ( j)C  ).
Therefore, T is the attractor of a graph directed self-affine system. To proceed to
the boundary parametrization, the natural idea would be to order the vertices and edges
of the graph and use the induced Dumont–Thomas numeration system [19]. Geomet-
rically, this corresponds to an ordering of the boundary parts and their subdivisions
clockwise or counterclockwise along the boundary. This method requires the strongly
connectedness of the graph, or at least the existence of a positive dominant eigenvector
for its incidence matrix. However, in general, the above boundary graph does not have
this property. Roughly speaking, there may be many redundances in the boundary lan-
guage given by the boundary graph: the mapping
[i,  , j] p0jp
0
0
   ! [i1, 1, j1]
p1jp01
   !    2 G0 7!
X
k0
hk l(pk) 2 T
sending an infinite walk in the boundary graph to a boundary point may be highly non
injective. The level of non-injectivity reflects the complexity of the topology of T . For
example, many neighbors (that is, many states in the automaton) suggest an intricate
topological structure.
In fact, if an intersection T (i) \ (T ( j) C  ) is a point, or has a Hausdorff di-
mension smaller than that of the boundary, it shall be redundant (contained in other
intersections), thus not essential. In the next subsection, we introduce a subgraph of
the boundary graph that will be more appropriate.
3.2. The graph G0. In 2006, Jörg Thuswaldner defined a graph which is in
general smaller than the boundary graph but always contains enough information to de-
scribe the whole boundary [45]. As an example, he computed this graph for our class
of substitutions.
DEFINITION 3.6. Let a  b  1. Let G0 D G0,a,b be the graph with
• Vertices:
R0 D R0,a,b D {A, B, C, C , D, D , E , E , F, F , G, G ,
H, H , I , I , J, K , N , N , O , O , P, P }
[ {M} n {I , I }, if a  2, b D 1
[ {L} n {G, G , N }, if a D b  2
[ {L , M} n {G, G , I , I , N }, if a D b D 1
as in Table 1. Here, if S D [i,  , j], then S  WD [ j,   , i].
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Table 1. The subgraph G0 of the self-replicating boundary graph.
Vertex Edge(s)
# Name Condition to Label p1jp2 Condition
A [1,  (0, 0, 1), 1]
C kjb   1C k, 0  k  a   b
D 0jb   1
O 0jb   1
N kjb C k, 0  k  a   b   1 a ¤ b
B [1,  (0, 0, 1), 2] N a   bjaC a   b C 1ja b  2
C [1,  (0, 1,  1), 1]
P kja   b C k, 0  k  b   1
H kja   b C 1C k, 0  k  b   2 b  2
I kja   b C 1C k, 0  k  b   2 b  2
D [1,  (0, 1,  1), 2] H b   1jaI b   1ja b  2
E [2,  (1, 0,  1), 1] C
  aja   b
N  aja   b   1 a ¤ b
F [3,  (1, 0,  1), 1] D
  bj0
O  bj0
G [1,  (1, 0,  1), 1] a ¤ b C
  a   1   kja   b   1   k, 0  k  a   b   1 a ¤ b
N  a   1   kja   b   2   k, 0  k  a   b   2 a  b C 2
H [2,  (1,  1, 1), 1]
P  ajb   1
H  ajb   2 b  2
I  ajb   2 b  2
I [1,  (1,  1, 1), 1] b  2
P  a   1   kjb   2   k, 0  k  b   2 b  2
H  a   1   kjb   3   k, 0  k  b   3 b  3
I  a   1   kjb   3   k, 0  k  b   3 b  3
J [1,  (0, 0, 0), 2] A a   1ja
K [1,  (0, 0, 0), 3]
B b   1jb
J bjb a ¤ b
M b   1jb b D 1
L [2,  (0, 0, 0), 3] a D b J aja a D b
M [2,  (0, 0, 1), 2] b D 1 C aja b D 1
N [1,  (0, 1, 0), 1]
E 0ja   1
F 0ja   1
G 0ja   1 a ¤ b
O [3,  (0, 1,  1), 2] P bja
P [2,  (1,  1, 0), 1]
E  aj0
F  aj0
G  aj0 a ¤ b
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• Edges1: in addition to the edges of Table 1, we have
S 
p2jp1
   ! T  2 G0  S
p1jp2
   ! T 2 G0,
and
S 
p2jp1
   ! T 2 G0  S
p1jp2
   ! T  2 G0
(as long as S , T  belong to R0 defined above).
REMARK 3.7. The states A, B, C, D, : : : , P correspond to the vertices [i,  , j]
with [ , j] 2 0srs .
One can check that G0 satisfies the conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) of the definition of
the boundary graph (Definition 3.1). Therefore, the following lemma holds.
Lemma 3.8. For all a  b  1,
G0,a,b  G0,a,b.
REMARK 3.9. The graph G0 is related to the contact graph defined in [45] or
[39]. This notion of contact graph was first introduced by Gröchenig and Haas [21] in
the context of self-affine tiles (see also [38]). For substitution tiles, the contact graph is
obtained from a sequence of polygonal approximations of the Rauzy fractal constructed
via the dual substitutions on the stepped surface (see [6]). Each approximation gives
rise to a polygonal tiling of the stepped surface. In these tilings, the structure of the ad-
jacent neighbors (neighbors whose intersection with the approximating central tile has
non-zero 1-dimensional Lebesgue measure) stabilizes after finitely many steps. The col-
lection of adjacent neighbors of a good enough polygonal approximation of the Rauzy
fractal results in the set R0 of Definition 3.6.
Proposition 3.10 ([45, Theorem 4.3]). Let a  b  1 and  D a,b the sub-
stitution defined in (2.1). Consider the graph G0 D G0,a,b of Definition 3.6. We denote
by Ra,b D R  R0 the set
R D {A, B, C, D, E , F, G, H, I , N , O , P}
[ {M} n {I }, if a  2, b D 1
n {G}, if a D b  2
[ {M} n {G, I }, if a D b D 1.
1As the prefixes p1, p2 belong to {, 1, 11, : : : , 11    1
  
a
}, the labels just indicate the number of 1’s
in p1, p2.
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Then
T D
[
[i, , j]2R
C[i,  , j],
where the sets C[i,  , j] ([i,  , j] 2 R0) are the solutions of the GIFS directed by
G0, i.e.,
(3.5)
8[i,  , j] 2 R0, C[i,  , j] D
[
[i, , j]
pjp0
  ![i1,1, j1]2G0
hC[i1, 1, j1]C  l(p)
 T (i) \ (T ( j)C  ).
Proof. The last inclusion is an easy consequence of Lemma 3.8 and Propos-
ition 3.5.
The lengthy proof is given in [45, Section 6]. However, in that article, two types
of edges are used and the Rauzy fractals are defined in terms of suffixes instead of
prefixes. We refer to Remark 3.4 and to [45, Section 4.3] as well as [6]. The corres-
pondence with our setting reads as follows.
Let C D Ca,b be the graph as in [45, Theorem 6.2], depicted in Figs. 9 and 10
within this reference, and C

the subgraph obtained from C after successively delet-
ing the states having no outgoing edges (as in [45, Definition 4.5]). For a state S D
[(0, 0, 0), i], [ , j] occurring in [45, Figs. 9 and 10], we shall simply write S D [i,  , j].
STEP 1. The aim is to remove the two types of edges. By [45, Definition 3.6],
an edge
[i,  , j] (p1,i,s1)j(p2, j,s2)          ! [i 0,  0, j 0] 2 C

is
– of type 1 if
(3.6)  (i 0) D p1is1,  ( j 0) D p2 js2 and h 0 D  C  l(s2)    l(s1)
– of type 2 if
(3.7)  ( j 0) D p1is1,  (i 0) D p2 js2, and  h 0 D  C  l(s2)    l(s1).
Replace each edge
S
(p1,i,s1)j(p2, j,s2)
          ! T 2 C

of type 1 by two edges
S
(p1,i,s1)j(p2, j,s2)
          ! T and S 
(p2, j,s2)j(p1,i,s1)
          ! T ,
and each edge
S
(p1,i,s1)j(p2, j,s2)
          ! T 2 C

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of type 2 by two edges
S
(p1,i,s1)j(p2, j,s2)
          ! T  and S 
(p2, j,s2)j(p1,i,s1)
          ! T .
Here, for S D [i,  , j] state of C

, we wrote S  WD [ j,   , i]. See also [39, Section 7,
Proof of Theorem 5.6]. This procedure results in a graph whose number of states has
doubled. Delete successively the states S  having no incoming edges. We denote by
C1

the remaining graph. Note that all edges in this graph now satisfy the relation (3.6).
STEP 2. The aim is to use prefixes instead of suffixes. Note that if X i is defined
as in [45] by
X i D
[
 ( j)Dpis
hX j C  l(s),
then we have
T (i) D  X i    l(i).
This uses the unicity of the attractor solution of (2.4) and the relation (2.2): for  ( j) D
pis in the above union, we have
 l(s) D  l( ( j))    l(p)    l(i) D h l( j)    l(p)    l(i)
Replace each edge
[i,  , j] (p1,i,s1)j(p2, j,s2)          ! [i 0,  0, j 0] 2 C1

by an edge
[ j,     l( j)C  l(i), i] p2jp1   ! [ j 0,  0    l( j 0)C  l(i 0), i 0].
This change relies on the following computation. For an edge in C1

as above, we have
the relation (3.6). In particular,
h 0 D  C  l(s2)    l(s1),
which is equivalent to
h( 0    l( j 0)C  l(i 0)) D     l( j)C  l(i)C  l(p1)    l(p2),
again by using (2.2). The resulting graph is G0.
We write X WD
S3
iD1 X i . By [45, Theorem 4.3],
(3.8) X D
[
[i, , j]2R1
C1[i,  , j]
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and
(3.9) 8i D 1, 2, 3, X i D
[
[i, , j]2R1
C1[i,  , j] [
[
[i,0, j]2R10
C1[i, 0, j],
where the sets C1[i,  , j] ([i,  , j] 2 R10) are the solutions of the GIFS directed by
C1

, i.e.,
8[i,  , j] 2 R10 , C1[i,  , j] D
[
[i, , j]
(p1,i,s1)j(p2, j,s2)
          ![i1,1, j1]2C1

hC1[i1, 1, j1]C  l(s1)
 X i \ (X j C  ).
Here, the sets R1, R10 are defined for the graph C1 analogously to R, R0. In particular,
R D {[ j,     l( j)C  l(i), i]I [i,  , j] 2 R1},
and a similar relation holds between R0 and R10 .
By unicity of the attractor of the GIFS (3.5) directed by G0, one can check that,
for all [i,  , j] 2 R01 ,
 C1[i,  , j]    l(i) D C[ j,     l( j)C  l(i), i].
Using (3.9), this leads to
T (i) D
[
[i, , j]2R
C[i,  , j] [
[
[i,0, j]2R0\{J,K ,L}
C[i, 0, j]
for all i D 1,2,3. As T D
S3
iD1T (i) and C[i, 0, j]  T (i)\T ( j), we finally obtain that
T D
[
[i, , j]2R
C[i,  , j].
The following lemma is essential for the construction of the boundary paramet-
rization in the next section.
Lemma 3.11. Let a  b  1 and G0 D G0,a,b as in Definition 3.6. We denote by
G D Ga,b the graph obtained from G0 after deleting the states J , K , L and all their
in- and outcoming edges. Let r D ra,b be the number of states in R0 n {J, K , L} and
L D La,b the incidence matrix of G:
L D (lm,n)1m,nr with lm,n D #{Sn
p1jp2
   ! Sm 2 G},
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where {S1, : : : , Sr } D R0 n{J, K , L}. Then there exists a strictly positive vector u D ua,b
satisfying
Lu D u,
where  D a,b is the largest root of the characteristic polynomial of L. In particular,
 is the largest root of
pa,b(x) D x4 C (1   b)x3 C (b   a)x2   (a C 1)x   1.
We normalize u D (u(1), : : : , u(r )) to have u(1) C    C u(r ) D 1.
Proof. We refer to Tables 2, 3, 4, 5 and the corresponding Figs. 5, 6, 7, 8. Note
that the restriction of the graph G to the set of states
• R0 n {A, B, J, K } if a  b C 1, b  2,
• R0 n {A, B, M, J, K } if a  2, b D 1,
• R0 n {A, B, N , J, K , L} if a D b  2,
• R0 n {A, B, M, N , J, K , L} if a D b D 1,
is strongly connected. Moreover, every walk in G starting from any of the remaining
states A, B, M or N reaches this strongly connected part after at most two edges. This
justifies the existence of a strictly positive eigenvector corresponding to the Perron–
Frobenius eigenvalue  of L, which is easily computed to be the largest root of pa,b
for all these cases.
REMARK 3.12. In general, even for the contact graph, the incidence matrix needs
not have a positive dominant eigenvector. Our class of substitutions is therefore a spe-
cial case.
4. Boundary parametrization
Throughout this section, we fix a  b  1. We will prove Theorem 2.2, that in-
cludes a parametrization of the boundary of T D Ta,b based on the graph G D Ga.b.
In Definition 4.1, we order the states and edges of the graph G. This ordering seems
to be arbitrary, but it has a geometrical interpretation: it corresponds to an ordering
of the boundary pieces and subpieces in the GIFS (Proposition 3.10) counterclockwise
around the boundary of the Rauzy fractal T . This choice of ordering will insure the
left continuity of our parametrization (see the proof of Proposition 4.6).
DEFINITION 4.1. We call GCa,b D GC the ordered graph obtained from Ga,b D G
after ordering the states and edges as listed in Tables 2, 3, 4, 5, according to the values
of a, b.
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Table 2. G0,a,b for a  b C 1, b  2.
Vertex Edge(s)
# Order to Label p1jp2 Order Condition
C 1
7 kja   b C k, 0  k  b   1 1+3(b-1-k), 0  k  b   1
5 kja   b C 1C k, 0  k  b   2 2+3(b-2-k), 0  k  b   2
6 kja   b C 1C k, 0  k  b   2 3+3(b-2-k), 0  k  b   2
N 2
8 0ja   1 1
9 0ja   1 2
10 0ja   1 3
A 3
11 0jb   1 1
12 0jb   1 2
1 kjb   1C k, 0  k  a   b 3+2k, 0  k  a   b
2 kjb C k, 0  k  a   b   1 4+2k, 0  k  a   b   1
B 4 2 a   bja 11 a   b C 1ja 2
I 5
7  a   1   kjb   2   k, 0  k  b   2 1+3(b-2-k), 0  k  b   2
6  a   1   kjb   3   k, 0  k  b   3 2+3(b-3-k), 0  k  b   3 b  3
5  a   1   kjb   3   k, 0  k  b   3 3+3(b-3-k), 0  k  b   3 b  3
H 6
6  ajb   2 1
5  ajb   2 2
7  ajb   1 3
P 7
10  aj0 1
9  aj0 2
8  aj0 3
E 8 1
  aja   b 1
2  aja   b   1 2
G 9 1
  a   1   kja   b   1   k, 0  k  a   b   1 1+2k, 0  k  a   b   1
2  a   1   kja   b   2   k, 0  k  a   b   2 2+2k, 0  k  a   b   2 a  b C 2
F 10 12
  bj0 1
11  bj0 2
O 11 7 bja 1
D 12 5 b   1ja 16 b   1ja 2
J 3 a   1ja
K 4 b   1jbJ bjb
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Table 3. G0,a,b for a  2, b D 1.
Vertex Edge(s)
# Order to Label p1jp2 Order Condition
C 1 7 0ja   1 1
N 2
8 0ja   1 1
9 0ja   1 2
10 0ja   1 3
A 3
11 0j0 1
12 0j0 2
1 kjk, 0  k  a   1 3+2k, 0  k  a   1
2 kj1C k, 0  k  a   2 4+2k, 0  k  a   2
B 4 2 a   1ja 1
M 5 1 aja 1
H 6 7  aj0 1
P 7
10  aj0 1
9  aj0 2
8  aj0 3
E 8 1
  aja   1 1
2  aja   2 2
G 9 1
  a   1   kja   2   k, 0  k  a   2 1+2k, 0  k  a   2
2  a   1   kja   3   k, 0  k  a   3 2+2k, 0  k  a   3 a  3
F 10 12
  1j0 1
11  1j0 2
O 11 7 1ja 1
D 12 6 0ja 1
J 3 a   1ja
K
4 0j1
J 1j1
5 0j1
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Table 4. G0,a,b for a D b  2.
Vertex Edge(s)
# Order to Label p1jp2 Order Condition
C 1
7 kjk, 0  k  a   1 1+3(a-1-k), 0  k  a   1
5 kj1C k, 0  k  a   2 2+3(a-2-k), 0  k  a   2
6 kj1C k, 0  k  a   2 3+3(a-2-k), 0  k  a   2
N 2 8 0ja   1 19 0ja   1 2
A 3
10 0ja   1 1
11 0ja   1 2
1 0ja   1 3
B 4 2 0ja 11 1ja 2
I 5
7  a   1   kja   2   k, 0  k  a   2 1+3(a-2-k), 0  k  a   2
6  a   1   kja   3   k, 0  k  a   3 2+3(a-3-k), 0  k  a   3 a  3
5  a   1   kja   3   k, 0  k  a   3 3+3(a-3-k), 0  k  a   3 a  3
H 6
6  aja   2 1
5  aja   2 2
7  aja   1 3
P 7 9
  aj0 1
8  aj0 2
E 8 1  aj0 1
F 9 11
  aj0 1
10  aj0 2
O 10 7 aja 1
D 11 5 a   1ja 16 a   1ja 2
J 3 a   1ja
K 4 a   1ja
L J aja
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Table 5. G0, aD1, bD1 (Tribonacci substitution).
Vertex Edge(s)
# Order to Label p1jp2 Order
C 1 7 0j0 1
N 2 8 0j0 19 0j0 2
A 3
10 0j0 1
11 0j0 2
1 0j0 3
B 4 2 0j0 1
M 5 1 1j1 1
H 6 7  1j0 1
P 7 9
  1j0 1
8  1j0 2
E 8 1  1j0 1
F 9 11
  1j0 1
10  1j0 2
O 10 7 1j1 1
D 11 6 0j1 1
J 3 0j1
K
4 0j1
5 0j1
L J 1j1
Moreover, we set S   WD S and call oSmax or just omax the number of edges starting
from the state S. We define the following edges in GC. Suppose
• S  {3, 4} if a  b C 1, b  2;
• S  {3, 4, 5} if a  2, b D 1;
• S  {2, 3, 4} if a D b  2;
• S  {2, 3, 4, 5} if a D b D 1.
Then
S 
p1jp2jjo
    ! T  2 GC W  S
p2jp1jjomaxC1 o
          ! T 2 GC.
Finally, we call the states {1, 2, : : : , 12} (case a > b) or {1, 2, : : : , 11} (case a D b)
the starting states of GC. A finite or infinite walk in GC is admissible if it starts from
a starting state.
The corresponding graphs are depicted in Figs. 5, 6, 7, 8. The starting states are
colored. For simplicity, we write S
(m)
  ! T whenever there are m edges from S to T .
If m D 1, we write the complete edge S
pjjo
  ! T . If m D 0, there is simply no edge
between the states.
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REMARK 4.2. All the edges of GC are of the form S
p1jp2jjo
    ! T . Since there is
no ambiguity, we may simply write S
p1jjo
   ! T or S o ! T or (SIo). Note that if the con-
dition of the last column in the tables is not fulfilled, then the edges of the correspond-
ing line do not exist and there is exactly one edge starting from the associated state.
REMARK 4.3. We write (SIo1, : : : , on) for the walk of GC starting from the state
S with the edges successively labelled by o1, : : : , on. By the above ordering of states
and edges in GC, the set of admissible walks of length n (n  0) is lexicographically
ordered, from the walk (1I 1, 1, : : : , 1
  
n times
) to the walk (12I omax, omax, : : : , omax
  
n times
) (a > b)
or (11I omax, omax, : : : , omax
  
n times
) (a D b). This holds also for the infinite admissible walks.
The parametrization procedure now runs along the same lines as in [5, Section 3].
Let L be the incidence matrix of GC (or G) and u D (u(1), : : : , u(r )) a strictly posi-
tive eigenvector for the dominant eigenvalue  as in Lemma 3.11, normalized to have
u(1) C    C u(r ) D 1. The automaton GC induces a number system, also known as
Dumont–Thomas numeration system [19]. We map each admissible infinite walk of GC
to a point in the unit interval [0, 1], according to the schema shown in Fig. 9: we first
subdivide [0,1] in subintervals of lengths given by the coordinates of u; we then subdi-
vide each subinterval, for example the subinterval [u(1), u(1) C u(2)], by using Lu D u;
and we iterate this procedure. More precisely, we define a function

0(SI o) D
8


<


:
0, if o D 1I
X
1k<o,
S
k
 !S0
u(S
0)
, if o ¤ 1.
Thus 0(SI o) <P1komax,
S
k
 !S0
u(S
0)
D u(S) for each edge (SI o).
We set u(0) WD 0 and map the admissible infinite walks in GC to [0, 1] via
(4.1)
 W GC ! [0, 1],
w 7! lim
n!1

u(0) C u(1) C    C u(S 1)
C
1


0(SI o1)C 1

2
0(S1I o2)C    C 1

n

0(Sn 1I on)

whenever w is the admissible infinite walk:
w W S
o1
 ! S1
o2
 !   
on
 ! Sn
onC1
  !   
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Fig. 5. GCa,b for a  b C 1, b  2.
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Fig. 6. GCa,b for a  2, b D 1.
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Fig. 7. GCa,b for a D b  2.
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Fig. 8. GCa,b for a D b D 1 (Tribonacci substitution).
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Fig. 9. Parametrization procedure: interval subdivisions (case a > b).
This mapping  is well-defined, increasing, onto, and it is almost 1 to 1, as iden-
tifications occur exactly on pairs of lexicographically consecutive infinite walks. In-
deed, let w ¤ w0 be admissible infinite walks in GC, say for example w >lex w0. Then
(w) D (w0) iff
(4.2) 1.

w D (S C 1I 1),
w
0
D (SI omax), or 2.

w D (SI o1, : : : , om, o+1, 1),
w
0
D (SI o1, : : : , om, o, omax)
holds for some state S D 1, : : : , Smax or some prefix (SI o1, : : : , om) and an order o.
Here, Smax D 12 (case a > b) or 11 (case a D b). By o, we mean the infinite repetition
of the order o. We omit the proofs of these facts here, since they are similar to proofs
given in [5].
Consequently, if t 2 [0, 1], then  1(t) consists of either one or two elements.
Hence an inverse of  can be defined as

(1)
W [0, 1] ! GC,
t 7! maxlex  1(t),
where maxlex maps a finite set of walks to its lexicographically maximal walk.
We finally denote by P the natural bijection:
(4.3)
P W GC ! G,
(SI o1, o2, : : : ) 7! w W S
p0jp00
   ! S1
p1jp01
   !   
whenever (SI o1, o2, : : : ) D S
p0jp00jjo1
     ! S1
p1jp01jjo2
     !    is an admissible walk of GC, and
by  the mapping
(4.4)
 W G ! T ,
w D [i,  , j] p0jp
0
0
   ! [i1, 1, j1]
p1jp01
   !    7!
X
k0
hk l(pk).
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This allows us to define our parametrization mapping C .
Proposition 4.4. The mapping C W [0, 1] 
(1)
  ! GC P ! G
 
 ! T is well-defined and
surjective. Furthermore, let
A WD

t 2 [0, 1]I t D u(0) C u(1)C: : :Cu(S 1)
C
1


0(SI o1)C 1

2
0(S1I o2)C    C 1

n

0(Sn 1I on)
for some admissible finite walk
S
p0jjo1
   ! S1
p1jjo2
   !   
pn 1jjon
    ! Sn 2 GC

.
Then C is continuous on [0, 1] n A, and right continuous on A. Also, if t 2 A, then
limt  C exists.
The proof relies on arguments of Hata [23] and is given in [5, Proposition 3.4].
Note that here the contractions, associated with the prefixes p 2 {, 1, : : : , 1    1

a
}, are
affine mappings of the form f p(x) D hxC  l(p).
The above proposition means that discontinuities of C may occur if  does not iden-
tify walks that are “trivially” identified by the numeration system  as in (4.2). The
following proposition insures the identifications for finitely many such pairs of walks.
Because of the graph directed self-similarity of the boundary, this will be sufficient to
infer the continuity of C on the whole interval [0, 1] (see Proposition 4.6).
Proposition 4.5. The following equalities hold.
 (P(SI omax)) D  (P(S C 1I 1)) (1  S  Smax   1),(4.5)
 (P(SmaxI omax)) D  (P(1I 1)),(4.6)
 (P(SI o, omax)) D  (P(SI o+1, 1)) (8S, 1  o < omax),(4.7)
where Smax D 12 (case a > b) or 11 (case a D b).
Proof. We check (4.5) in the following way. Let us consider the case a  bC 1,
b  2. We refer to Table 2 and Fig. 5. We read for S D 1
P(1I omax) D 1 0 ! 7 a ! 8  a b  ! 1
and
P(2I 1) D 2 0 ! 8 a ! 1  a b  ! 7  0 ! 8
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(infinite cycles). Since the infinite sequences of prefixes are both equal to the periodic
sequence 0a(a   b), it follows from the definition of  (see (4.4)) that the equality
 (P(1I omax)) D  (P(2I 1)) is trivially satisfied.
The same happens for the other values of S, apart from S D 5, 8, 9, 11. For ex-
ample, we read for S D 5
P(5I omax) D 5 a 1  ! 7  0 ! 10 b ! 11  a ! 7 
and
P(6I 1) D 6 a ! 6  b 1  ! 7 a ! 10  0 ! 11 b ! 7.
Note that this does not exclude the case b D 2 (we then simply have omax D 1 for the
state 5). Therefore we read the infinite sequence of prefixes
(a   1)0ba and a(b   1)a0b.
To prove that these sequences lead to the same boundary point, we use Lemma 3.2.
Indeed, there exists the pair of following infinite walks in G0  G0:
8


<


:
5
p0Da 1jp00Db 2
          ! 7 
p1D0jp01Da
       ! 10
p2Dbjp02D0
       ! 11 
p3Dajp03Db
       ! 7 ,
6
p000Dajp
0
0Db 2
        ! 6 
p001Db 1jp01Da
        ! 7
p002Dajp
0
2D0
       ! 10 
p003D0jp03Db
       ! 11
p004Dbjp04Da
       ! 7,
and 5 D [1, (1,  1, 1), 1], 6 D [2, (1,  1, 1), 1]. Consequently, by the mentioned
lemma, we have
X
k0
hk l(pk) D (1,  1, 1)C
X
k0
hk l(p0k) D
X
k0
hk l(p00k ).
Conditions (4.6) and (4.7) are checked similarly. The computations are carried out
in Appendix A. See also this appendix for the remaining values of a, b.
In the appendix and in the rest of this section, we use the following notation for
the concatenation of walks:
(4.8) (SI o1, : : : , on) & (S0I onC1, : : : ) WD (S, o1, : : : , on, onC1, : : : ),
where S0 is the ending state of the walk (SI o1, : : : , on) of GC.
Proposition 4.6. The mapping C satisfies C(0) D C(1) and it is Hölder contin-
uous with exponent s D   logjj=log , where jj D max{j1j, j2j} (1, 2 are the
conjugates of the Pisot number ).
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Proof. The proof mainly relies on an argument of Hata [23]. By Proposition 4.4,
we just need to check the left-continuity of C on the countable set A. This will result
from Proposition 4.5. First note that (4.7) means that C(0) D C(1). Also, (4.5) and
(4.7) mean that C is left continuous at the points associated to walks of length n D 1
in the definition of A. We now prove that this is sufficient for C to be continuous on
the whole set A. This follows from the definition of  . Indeed, let t 2 A associated
to a walk of length n  2 but not to a walk of smaller length. Thus
t D (SI o1, : : : , on, 1
  
w
)
with on ¤ 1. We write (p0, p1, : : : ) for the labeling sequence of P(w). Then,
C(t) D  (P(w)) D
n 1
X
kD0
hk l(pk)C hn (P(S0I on, 1))
D
n 1
X
kD0
hk l(pk)C hn (P(S0I on   1, omax)) (by Condition (4.7))
D C(t )
(here S0 is the ending state of the finite admissible walk wjn 1 in the automaton GC0 ).
Thus C is left continuous in t .
More details as well as the proof of the Hölder continuity can be found in [5,
Proposition 3.5]. The exponent is   logjÆj=log , where Æ is the maximal contraction
factor among all the contractions in the GIFS, i.e., the maximal contraction factor of
the mapping h (see Subsection 2.2). This is exactly jj.
REMARK 4.7. If j1j D j2j D jj, i.e., if the contraction h is a similarity, then
j
2
j D 1, therefore the above Hölder exponent is related to the Hausdorff dimension
of the boundary:
s D
1
dimH (T )
(see [45, Theorem 6.7] or [39, Theorem 4.4]). As mentioned in [45, Section 6.4], this
is the case as soon as D D (1=108)(27   4b3 C 18ab   a2b2 C 4a3)  0.
We now give the sequence of polygonal closed curves 1n converging to T with
respect to the Hausdorff metric. For N points M1, : : : , MN of R2, we denote by [M1, : : : ,
MN ] the curve joining M1, : : : , MN in this order by straight lines.
DEFINITION 4.8. Let w(n)1 , : : : , w
(n)
Nn be the walks of length n in the graph G
C
,
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written in the lexicographical order:
(1I 1, : : : , 1) D w(n)1 lex w(n)2 lex    lex w(n)Nn D (SmaxI omax, : : : , omax),
where Nn is the number of these walks. For n D 0, these are just the states 1, : : : ,
Smax. Let
C (n)j WD C((w(n)j & 1)) 2 T (1  j  Nn).
Then we call
1n WD [C (n)1 , C (n)2 , : : : , C (n)Nn , C
(n)
1 ],
the n-th approximation of Tn .
The first terms of the sequences (1n)n0 are depicted for a D b D 1 in Fig. 10
and for a D 10, b D 7 in Fig. 11.
Proposition 4.9. 1n is a polygonal closed curve and its vertices have
Q()-addresses in the parametrization C. Moreover, (1n)n0 converges to T in
Hausdorff metric.
Proof. By definition, 1n is a polygonal closed curve with vertices on T . The
vertices have Q()-addresses in the parametrization, since they correspond to parameters
t 2 A, where A is the countable set defined in Proposition 4.4. Note that u, defined
in Lemma 3.11, is the dominant eigenvector of a non-negative matrix with dominant
eigenvalue , hence its components belong to Q(). Finally, one can check that 1nC1
is obtained from 1n after applying the GIFS (3.5). This is due to the fact that the
contractions are affine mappings. Therefore, (1n)n0 converges in Hausdorff metric to
the unique attractor, which is T . Details can be found in [5, Section 3].
Proof of Theorem 2.2. Theorem 2.2 is now a consequence of Lemma 3.11, Prop-
osition 4.6 and Proposition 4.9.
REMARK 4.10. The way of generation of the approximations 1n is analogous
to Dekking’s recurrent set method [17, 18]. Consider for example the Tribonacci case.
The ordered automaton GC on Fig. 8 gives rise to a free group endomorphism
2 W 1 ! 7, 2 ! 8 9, 3 ! 10 11 1, : : :
on the free group generated by the letters 1, 2, : : : , 11. An edge is associated to each
letter, the word W0 D 1 2 3   11 is mapped to the 11-gon 10 depicted on Fig. 10. The
iterations 2n(W0) map to 1n after renormalization.
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Fig. 10. Boundary approximations for the Rauzy fractal T1,1.
Fig. 11. Boundary approximations for T10,7.
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5. Proof of Theorem 2.1
We recall the statement concerning non disk-like tiles. Let Ta,b be the tile associ-
ated to the substitution a,b (a  b  1). If 2b  a > 3, then Ta,b is not homeomorphic
to a closed disk.
Proof of Theorem 2.1 (non disk-like tiles). One proof can be found in [28], but
needed the additional computation of a subgraph of the lattice boundary graph for all
parameters a, b—a graph that describes the boundary in the periodic tiling induced by
T . Here, we make no use of this periodic tiling. The proof below uses the paramet-
rization derived from the graph G, already obtained by Thuswaldner in [45], or, more
precisely, from our ordered version GC.
In our assumptions a  b  1 and 2b  a > 3, we just need to consider two cases:
(i) b  3 and a  b C 1;
(ii) a D b > 3.
In case (i) we find infinite walks associated to distinct parameters 0 < t < t 0 < 1:
8






<






:
t W 5
b 1jj2+3(2b-a-3)
          ! 6 
b 2jj2
   !
b 2jj2+3(2b-a-4)
           
5,
t 0 W 12
b 1jj1
   ! 5
b 2jj2+3(2b-a-4)
          !
b 2jj2
    
6 
in G. We refer to Table 2 and the corresponding Fig. 5.
Similarly, in case (i i) we find the following infinite walks associated to distinct
parameters 0 < t < t 0 < 1:
8






<






:
t W 5
a 1jj2+3(a-3)
        ! 6 
a 2jj2
    !
a 2jj2+3(a-4)
         
5,
t 0 W 11
a 1jj1
    ! 5
a 2jj2+3(a-4)
        !
a 2jj2
     
6 
in G (see Table 4 and the corresponding Fig. 7).
Therefore, in both cases, we have 0 < t < t 0 < 1 satisfying C(t) D C(t 0), since
the associated infinite walks in G carry the same labels. Hence T is not a simple
closed curve.
We now come to the characterization of the disk-like tiles. Let Ta,b be the tile
associated to the substitution a,b (a  b  1). If 2b   a  3, then Ta,b is a simple
closed curve. Therefore, Ta,b is homeomorphic to a closed disk.
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We wish to show that all pairs (t , t 0) 2 [0, 1[ with C(t) D C(t 0) satisfy t D t 0.
In other words, we shall show that all pairs of walks (w, w0) 2 GC with  (P(w)) D
 (P(w0)) satisfy (w) D (w0), where , P ,  are defined in (4.1), (4.3) and (4.4),
respectively.
We first characterize the infinite sequences of prefixes (pk)k0, (p0k)k0 leading to
the same boundary point
P
k0 h
k
 l(pk) D
P
k0 h
k
 l(p0k).
Lemma 5.1. Let (pk)k0 and (p0k)k0 be the labels of infinite walks in the prefix-
suffix graph 0 starting from i 2 A and i 0 2 A, respectively. Then
X
k0
hk l(pk) D
X
k0
hk l(p0k) DW x 2 T .
if and only if there exist j 2 A,  2 (Z3) n {0} with [ , j] 2 0srs and (p00k )k0
sequence of prefixes such that
(5.1)
8
<
:
[i,  , j] p0jp
00
0
   !   
p1jp001
   !    2 G0,
[i 0,  , j] p
0
0jp
00
0
   !   
p01jp
00
1
   !    2 G0.
Proof. By the tiling property, a boundary point x can also be written
x D  C
X
k0
hk l(p00k )
for some  2 (Z3) n {0}, an infinite walk (p00k )k0 in 0, starting from a j 2 A, with
[ , j] 2 0srs . Thus the lemma follows from Lemma 3.2.
The above characterization requires the knowledge of the boundary graph G0—the
subgraph G0 would not be sufficient to obtain all the identifications. G0 is not known
for our whole class of substitutions a,b. However, in the case 2b   a  3, it was
computed in our joint work [28].
Proposition 5.2 ([28, Theorem 3.2]). Let a,b be the substitution (2.1), G0,a,b the
boundary graph as in Definition 3.1 and G0,a,b the graph of Definition 3.6. Suppose
2b   a  3. Then
G0,a,b D G0,a,b.
We can now characterize the disk-like tiles of our class.
Proof of Theorem 2.1 (disk-like tiles). As mentioned above, we need to check
that all identifications are trivial in the parametrization, i.e., that infinite sequences of
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prefixes (pk)k0 and (p0k)k0 in the prefix-suffix graph 0 satisfying
X
k0
hk l(pk) D
X
k0
hk l(p0k) DW x 2 T
correspond only to labels of admissible infinite walks w and w0 in GC satisfying
(w) D (w0) defined in (4.1). The pairs of walks identified by  are given in (4.2).
To this effect, we first look for all pairs of infinite sequences of prefixes (pk) ¤
(p0k) such that
P
k0 h
k
 l(pk) D
P
k0 h
k
 l(p0k) 2 T . This amounts to finding all the
pairs of infinite admissible walks in G0 D G0 satisfying (5.1). This can be done algo-
rithmically by constructing an automaton A , with the following states and edges.
(i) SjS0 pjjojpjjo’     ! T jT 0 if and only if there is a prefix p00 satisfying
8
<
:
S
pjp00ko
    ! T 2 GC,
S0
pjp00ko’
    ! T 0 2 GC.
(ii) SjS0 pjjojp
0
jjo’
      ! T jjT 0 if and only if p ¤ p0 and there is a prefix p00 satisfying
8
<
:
S
pjp00ko
    ! T 2 GC,
S0
p0jp00ko’
     ! T 0 2 GC.
(iii) SjjS0 pjjojp
0
jjo’
      ! T jjT 0 if and only if there is a prefix p00 satisfying
8
<
:
S
pjp00ko
    ! T 2 GC,
S0
p0jp00ko’
     ! T 0 2 GC.
We call an infinite walk in A admissible if it starts from a state SjS0 with S D [i, , j],
S0 D [i 0,  , j] and [ , j] 2 0srs (possibly S D S0), and if it goes through at least
one state of the shape T jjT 0. Now, two sequences of the prefix-suffix automaton 0,
(pk)k0 ¤ (p0k)k0, satisfy
P
k0 h
k
 l(pk) D
P
k0 h
k
 l(p0k) 2 T if and only if there
is an admissible walk in A labelled by (pk jjok j p0k jjo0k)k0.
After deleting the states and edges that do not belong to an admissible walk, we
get the automaton of Fig. 12 for the case a  bC 1, b  2. Note that for a D bC 1 or
b D 2, the automaton becomes lighter, as several edges disappear. The starting states
for admissible walks are colored. For the sake of simplicity, we did not depict the
edges of the form SjS
pjjojpjjo
     ! T jT (particular case of (i)). Therefore, the states SjS
in these figures may be preceded by a finite walk made of such edges and ending in
SjS. The remaining cases can be found in the Appendix B.
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Fig. 12. A for a  b C 1, b  2 (om stands for omax).
Second, we look for all pairs of infinite admissible walks w ¤ w0 of GC such
that P(w) and P(w0) carry the same infinite sequence of prefixes (pk)k0: the par-
ameters t , t 0 2 [0, 1] for such walks trivially map to the same boundary point by the
parametrization C . Again, these pairs of walks can be obtained algorithmically via an
automaton Asl with the following states and edges.
(iv) SjS pjojjo   ! T jT if and only if S pko  ! T 2 GC.
(v) SjS pjojjo’    ! T jjT 0 if and only if o ¤ o’ and
8
<
:
S
pjjo
  ! T 2 GC,
S
pjjo’
  ! T 0 2 GC.
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Fig. 13. Asl for a  b C 1, b  2 (om stands for omax).
(vi) SjjS0 pkojjo’    ! T jjT 0 if and only if and
8
<
:
S
pjjo
  ! T 2 GC,
S0
pjjo’
  ! T 0 2 GC.
We call an infinite walk in Asl admissible if it starts from a state SjS or SjjS0 with
S D [i,  , j], S0 D [i 0,  , j] and [ , j] 2 0srs (S ¤ S0), and if it goes through at least
one state of the shape T jjT 0. Now, for two admissible infinite walks of GC:
w D (SI o1, o2, : : : ) ¤ w0 D (S0I o01, o02, : : : ),
P(w) and P(w0) carry the same sequence of prefixes (pk)k0 if and only if there is an
admissible walk in Asl labelled by (pk j okjjo0k)k0.
After deleting the states and edges that do not belong to an admissible walk, we
get the automaton of Fig. 13 for the case a  b C 1, b  2. The starting states for
admissible walks are colored. For the sake of simplicity, we did not depict the edges
of Item (iv). For the remaining cases, see Appendix B.
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Note that in A as well as in Asl , no more pairs (w, w0) than the pairs given in
(4.2) are found. Therefore, we conclude that for all w, w0 2 GC
 (P(w)) D  (P(w0)) ) (w) D (w0).
Consequently, the parametrization C W [0, 1] ! T is injective, apart from C(0) D C(1).
Hence T is a simple closed curve and, by a theorem of Schönflies [46], T is homeo-
morphic to a closed disk.
6. Concluding remarks
Other projects using the parametrization method may concern the topological study
of further classes of substitutions, for example families of Arnoux-Rauzy substitutions.
These substitutions are of the form  D 1    r , where r  3 and {1, : : : , r } D
{1,2,3} (i are the Arnoux-Rauzy substitutions). For the moment, the connectedness
of the associated Rauzy fractals could be obtained (see [9]), but the classification disk-
like/non-disk-like is still outstanding.
Another challenge is the study of non-disk-like tiles, which happens to be rather
difficult. A criterion [39] allows to decide whether the fundamental group is trivial
or uncountable, but more precise descriptions are not known. For given examples of
self-affine tiles, the description of cut points and of connected components could be
achieved (see [32, 8]). We can understand the degree of difficulty of these studies via
the following considerations. In our framework, non-disk-likeness implies non-trivial
identifications in the parametrization and requires to find out non-injective points of the
parametrization. To speak roughly, we need the computation of the language of G0nG0.
Therefore, this is related to the complementation of Büchi automata, which is known
to be a difficult problem ([43, 33]). Note that we have here the tools to complete such
a study. Similarly to [5, Section 4] and as in the above proof of Theorem 2.1 (disk-like
tiles), we can define three automata whose edges take the form
SjS0
pjjojp0jjo’
      ! T jT 0,
where S
pjjo
  ! T and S0
p0jjo’
   ! T 0 are edges of G0. A first automaton A gives the walks
identified by the Dumont–Thomas numeration system , i.e., the pairs (w, w0) 2 GC
given in (4.2). In the disk-like case, no other walks are identified. The second automa-
ton A gives pairs of walks (w, w0) identified by  and is computed via Lemma 5.1.
The third automaton Asl gives the pairs of walks (w,w0) carrying the same sequence of
prefixes. Topological information might be read off from the automaton A [Asl nA .
Appendix A. Details for the proof of Proposition 4.5
We check Conditions (4.5), (4.6) and (4.7) of Proposition 4.5. The ideas were
given in the proof after the statement of this proposition. We sum up the computations
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in Tables 6 to 13. As mentioned, some computations require the use of Lemma 3.2.
The last column refers to the items below for these special cases. In the cases below,
we give the pairs of infinite walks in G0  G0:
8
<
:
S D [i,  , j] p0jp
0
0
   ! S1
p1jp01
   ! S2
p2jp02
   !    and
S0 D [i 0,  , j 0] p
00
0 jp
0
0
   ! S01
p001 jp
0
1
   ! S02
p002 jp
0
2
   !    ,
for which holds
X
k0
hk l(pk) D  C
X
k0
hk l(p0k) D
X
k0
hk l(p00k )
by Lemma 3.2. The concatenation of walks, using the symbol &, was defined in (4.8).
CASE a  bC 1, b  2. Note that the states S D 11, 11  have only one outgoing
edge, thus it does not show up in the checking of Conditon (4.7). This happens also
with the states S D 5, 5  whenever b D 2, and S D 9, 9  whenever a D b C 1.
(1) See proof of Proposition 4.5.
(2)
8


<


:
8
p0Dajp00Da b 1
          ! 2 
p1Da 1jp01D0
        ! 8 
p2Da bjp02Da
        ! 1
p3D0jp03Da b
        ! 7
p4Dajp04D0
       ! 8 ,
9
p000Da 1jp00Da b 1
            ! 1 
p001Da bjp01D0
        ! 7 
p002D0jp02Da
       ! 8
p003Dajp
0
3Da b
         ! 1 .
(3)
8


<


:
11
p0Dbjp00Da
       ! 7
p1Dajp01D0
       ! 8 
p2Da bjp02Da
        ! 1
p3D0jp03Da b
        ! 7,
12
p000Db 1jp00Da
        ! 5
p1Da bC1jp01D0
          ! 7 
p002D0jp02Da
       ! 8
p003Dajp
0
3Da b
         ! 1 
p004Da bjp04D0
        ! 7 .
(4) For 0  k  b   2,
8


<


:
1
p0Db 1 kjp00Da 1 k
              ! 7
p1Dajp01D0
       ! 8 
p2D(a b)jp02Da
         ! 1
p3D0jp03Da b
        ! 7,
1
p000Db 2 kjp00Da 1 k
              ! 5
p1Da bC1jp01D0
          ! 7 
p002D0jp02Da
       ! 8
p003Dajp
0
3Da b
         ! 1 
p004Da bjp04D0
        ! 7 .
(5) For 0  k  a   b   1,
8


<


:
3
p000Dkjp00DbCk
         ! 2
p1D0jp01Da 1
        ! 10
p002Dbjp02D0
       ! 11 
p003Dajp
0
3Db
       ! 7 
p004D0jp04Da
       ! 10,
3
p0DkC1jp00DbCk
          ! 1
p1Db 1jp01Da 1
          ! 7
p2Dajp02D0
       ! 10 
p3D0jp03Db
       ! 11
p4Dbjp04Da
       ! 7.
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(6)
8


<


:
4
p0Da bjp00Da
        ! 2
p1D0jp01Da 1
        ! 10
p2Dbjp02D0
       ! 11 
p3Dajp03Db
       ! 7 
p4D0jp04Da
       ! 10,
4
p000Da bC1jp00Da
          ! 1
p1Db 1jp01Da 1
          ! 7
p002Dajp
0
2D0
       ! 10 
p003D0jp03Db
       ! 11
p004Dbjp04Da
       ! 7.
(7) For 0  k  a   b   2,
8


<


:
9
p0Da 1 kjp00Da b 2 k
               ! 2 
p1Da 1jp01D0
        ! 8 
p2Da bjp02Da
        ! 1
p3D0jp03Da b
        ! 7
p4Dajp04D0
       ! 8 ,
9
p000Da 2 kjp00Da b 2 k
               ! 1 
p1Da bjp01D0
        ! 7 
p002D0jp02Da
       ! 8
p003Dajp
0
3Da b
         ! 1 .
(8) For 0  k  b   2,
8


<


:
1 
p0Da bCkjp00Dk
          ! 7 
p1D0jp01Da
       ! 10
p2Dbjp02D0
       ! 11 
p3Dajp03Db
       ! 7 ,
1 
p000Da bCkC1jp00Dk
            ! 6 
p1Db 1jp01Da
        ! 7
p002Dajp
0
2D0
       ! 10 
p003D0jp03Db
       ! 11
p004Dbjp04Da
       ! 7.
(9) For 0  k  b   3,
8


<


:
5 
p0Db 2 kjp00Da 1 k
              ! 7
p1Dajp01D0
       ! 8 
p2Da bjp02Da
        ! 1
p3D0jp03Da b
        ! 7,
5 
p000Db 3 kjp00Da 1 k
              ! 5
p1Da bC1jp01D0
          ! 7 
p002D0jp02Da
       ! 8
p003Dajp
0
3Da b
         ! 1 
p004Da bjp04D0
        ! 7 .
(10)
8


<


:
6 
p0Db 1jp00Da
        ! 7
p1Dajp01D0
       ! 8 
p2Da bjp02Da
        ! 1
p3D0jp03Da b
        ! 7,
6 
p000Db 2jp00Da
        ! 5
p1Da bC1jp01D0
          ! 7 
p002D0jp02Da
       ! 8
p003Dajp
0
3Da b
         ! 1 
p004Da bjp04D0
        ! 7 .
(11)
8


<


:
8 
p0Da b 1jp00Da
          ! 2
p1D0jp01Da 1
        ! 10
p2Dbjp02D0
       ! 11 
p3Dajp03Db
       ! 7 
p4D0jp04Da
       ! 10,
8 
p000Da bjp00Da
         ! 1
p1Db 1jp01Da 1
          ! 7
p002Dajp
0
2D0
       ! 10 
p003D0jp03Db
       ! 11
p004Dbjp04Da
       ! 7.
CASE a  2, b D 1. We take advantage of the similarities with the preceding case
(compare the graph of Fig. 6, Table 3 with the graph of Fig. 5, Table 2 when taking
b D 1).
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Conditions (4.5) is checked as in Table 6 for S D 1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 8, 10 and the referred
items by taking b D 1.
Condition (4.7) is checked as in Tables 7 and 8 for
(SI o) 2 {(2I 1), (3I 3+2k), (3I 4+2k), (7I 1), (7I 2), (8I 1), (9I 1), (9I 2),
(2 I 1), (2 I 2), (7 I 1), (9 I 1+2k), (9 I 2+2k)},
by taking b D 1. Note that the states S D 1, 4, 5, 6, 11, 12, 1 , 6 , 11 , 12  have only
one outgoing edge, that is why they do not show up in the checking of Conditon (4.7).
This also happens for S D 9, 9 , whenever a D 2.
The remaining cases and Condition (4.6) are presented in Table 9, with references
to the items below when the use of Lemma 3.2 is required.
(12)
8


<


:
4
p0Da 1jp00Da
        ! 2
p1D0jp01Da 1
        ! 10
p2D1jp02D0
       ! 11 
p3Dajp03D1
       ! 7 
p4D0jp04Da
       ! 10,
5
p000Dajp
0
0Da
       ! 1
p1D0jp01Da 1
        ! 7
p002Dajp
0
2D0
       ! 10 
p003D0jp03D1
       ! 11
p004D1jp04Da
       ! 7.
(13)
8


<


:
9
p0D1jp00D0
       ! 1 
p1Da 1jp01D0
        ! 7 
p2D0jp02Da
       ! 10
p3D1jp03D0
       ! 11 
p4Dajp04D1
       ! 7 ,
10
p000D1jp00D0
       ! 12 
p1Dajp01D0
       ! 6 
p002D0jp02Da
       ! 7
p003Dajp
0
3D0
       ! 10 
p004D0jp04D1
       ! 11
p005D1jp05Da
       ! 7.
(14)
8


<


:
11
p0D1jp00Da
       ! 7
p1Dajp01D0
       ! 8 
p2Da 1jp02Da
        ! 1
p3D0jp03Da 1
        ! 7,
12
p000D0jp00Da
       ! 6
p1Dajp01D0
       ! 7 
p002D0jp02Da
       ! 8
p003Dajp
0
3Da 1
        ! 1 
p004Da 1jp04D0
        ! 7 .
CASE a D b  2. This case has similarities with the case a  bC1, b  2. How-
ever, the number of starting states reduces to 11. We present the results in Tables 10
to 12. Note that the states S D 8, 10, 8 , 10  have only one outgoing edge, thus they
do not show up in the checking of Conditon (4.7). This also happens for S D 5, 5 ,
whenever a D 2.
(15)
8


<


:
5
p0Da 1jp00Da 2
          ! 7 
p1D0jp01Da
       ! 9
p2Dajp02D0
       ! 11 
p3Dajp03Da
       ! 7 ,
6
p000Dajp
0
0Da 2
        ! 6 
p001Da 1jp01Da
         ! 7
p002Dajp
0
2D0
       ! 9 
p003D0jp03Da
       ! 10
p004Dajp
0
4Da
       ! 7,
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(16)
8


<


:
10
p0Dajp00Da
       ! 7
p1Dajp01D0
       ! 8 
p2D0jp02Da
       ! 1
p3D0jp03D0
       ! 7,
11
p000Da 1jp00Da
        ! 5
p1D1jp01D0
       ! 7 
p002D0jp02Da
       ! 8
p003Dajp
0
3D0
       ! 1 
p004D0jp04D0
       ! 7 .
(17) For 0  k  a   2,
8


<


:
1
p0Da 1 kjp00Da 1 k
              ! 7
p1Dajp01D0
       ! 8 
p2D0jp02Da
       ! 1
p3D0jp03D0
       ! 7,
1
p000Da 2 kjp00Da 1 k
              ! 5
p1D1jp01D0
       ! 7 
p002D0jp02Da
       ! 8
p003Dajp
0
3D0
       ! 1 
p004D0jp04D0
       ! 7 .
(18)
8


<


:
4
p0D0jp00Da
       ! 2
p1D0jp01Da 1
        ! 8
p2Dajp02D0
       ! 9 
p3Dajp03Da
       ! 7 
p4D0jp04Da
       ! 9,
4
p000D1jp00Da
       ! 1
p1Da 1jp01Da 1
          ! 7
p002Dajp
0
2D0
       ! 9 
p003D0jp03Da
       ! 10
p004Dajp
0
4Da
       ! 7.
(19) For 0  k  a   2,
8


<


:
1 
p0Dkjp00Dk
       ! 7 
p1D0jp01Da
       ! 9
p2Dajp02D0
       ! 10 
p3Dajp03Da
       ! 7 ,
1 
p000DkC1jp00Dk
         ! 6 
p1Da 1jp01Da
        ! 7
p002Dajp
0
2D0
       ! 9 
p003D0jp03Da
       ! 10
p004Dajp
0
4Da
       ! 7.
(20) For 0  k  a   3,
8


<


:
5 
p0Da 2 kjp00Da 1 k
              ! 7
p1Dajp01D0
       ! 8 
p2D0jp02Da
       ! 1
p3D0jp03D0
       ! 7,
5 
p000Da 3 kjp00Da 1 k
              ! 5
p1D1jp01D0
       ! 7 
p002D0jp02Da
       ! 8
p003Dajp
0
3D0
       ! 1 
p004D0jp04D0
       ! 7 .
(21)
8


<


:
6 
p0Da 1jp00Da
        ! 7
p1Dajp01D0
       ! 8 
p2D0jp02Da
       ! 1
p3D0jp03D0
       ! 7,
6 
p000Da 2jp00Da
         ! 5
p1D1jp01D0
       ! 7 
p002D0jp02Da
       ! 8
p003Dajp
0
3D0
       ! 1 
p004D0jp04D0
       ! 7 .
CASE a D b D 1. There are similarities with the preceding case a D b  2 (com-
pare the graph of Fig. 7, Table 4 with the graph of Fig. 8, Table 5 when taking a D 1).
Conditions (4.5) and Condition (4.6) are checked as in Table 10 for S D 1, 2, 3,
6, 7, 8, 9, 11 and the referred items by taking a D 1.
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Table 6. Case a  b C 1, b  2, Conditions (4.5) and (4.6).
Walk 1 Walk 2 Sequence 1 Sequence 2 Checking via Lemma 3.2: see Item. . .
(1I omax) (2I 1) 0a(a   b) 0a(a   b)0
(2I omax) (3I 1) 0ba0 0ba0
(3I omax) (4I 1) (a   b)0a(a   b) (a   b)0a(a   b)0
(4I omax) (5I 1) (a   b C 1)0a(a   b) (a   b C 1)0a(a   b)
(5I omax) (6I 1) (a   1)0ba a(b   1)a0b (1)
(6I omax) (7I 1) a0ba a0b
(7I omax) (8I 1) a(a   b)0 a(a   b)0
(8I omax) (9I 1) a(a   1)(a   b)0a (a   1)(a   b)0a (2)
(9I omax) (10I 1) b(a   1)0ba ba(b   1)a0b (1)
(10I omax) (11I 1) ba0 ba0
(11I omax) (12I 1) ba(a   b)0 (b   1)(a   b C 1)0a(a   b) (3)
(12I omax) (1I 1) (b   1)a0ba (b   1)(a0b)
Condition (4.7) is checked as in Tables 11 and 12 for
(SI o) 2 {(2I 1), (3I 2), (7I 1), (7 I 1)}.
by taking a D 1. Note that the states S D 1,4,5,6,8,10,11,1 ,6 ,8 ,10 ,11  have only
one outgoing edge, that is why they do not show up in the checking of Conditon (4.7).
The remaining cases are presented in Table 13, with references to the items below
when the use of Lemma 3.2 is required.
(22)
8


<


:
4
p0D0jp00D1
       ! 2
p1D0jp01D0
       ! 9
p2D1jp02D0
       ! 10 
p3D1jp03D1
       ! 7 
p4D0jp04D1
       ! 9,
5
p000D1jp00D1
       ! 1
p1D0jp01D0
       ! 7
p002D1jp02D0
       ! 9 
p003D0jp03D1
       ! 10
p004D1jp04D1
       ! 7.
(23)
8


<


:
10
p0D1jp00D1
       ! 7
p1D1jp01D0
       ! 8 
p2D0jp02D1
       ! 1
p3D0jp03D0
       ! 7,
11
p000D0jp00D1
       ! 6
p1D1jp01D0
       ! 7 
p002D0jp02D1
       ! 8
p003D1jp03D0
       ! 1 
p004D0jp04D0
       ! 7 .
Appendix B. Details for the proof of Theorem 2.1 (disk-like tiles).
We depict the automata A and Asl for the remaining cases:
• b D 1, a  2, Figs. 14 and 15;
• a D b  3 (recall that 2b   a  3), Figs. 16 and 17, for a 2 {2, 3}, as well as
Figs. 18 and 19 for a D b D 1.
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Fig. 14. A for b D 1, a  2.
Again, in A as well as in Asl , no more pairs (w,w0) than the pairs given in (4.2) are
found. Thus the same conclusion as in the core of the proof of Theorem 2.1 (disk-like
tiles) applies.
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Fig. 15. Asl for b D 1, a  2.
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Table 7. Case a  bC 1, b  2, Condition (4.7), S D 1, : : : , 12.
Walk 1 Walk 2 Sequence 1 Sequence 2 Item
(1I 1+3k, omax)
D (1I 1+3k) & (7I omax),
k D 0, : : : , b   2
(1I 2+3k, 1)
D (1I 2+3k) & (5I 1) (b   1   k)a(a   b)0 (b   2   k)(a   b C 1)0a(a   b) (4)
(1I 2+3k, omax)
D (1I 2+3k) & (5I omax),
k D 0, : : : , b   2
(1I 3+3k, 1)
D (1I 3+3k) & (6I 1) (b   2   k)(b   1)0ba (b   2   k)a(b   1)a0b (1)
(1I 3+3k, omax)
D (1I 3+3k) & (6I omax),
k D 0, : : : , b   2
(1I 1+3(k+1), 1)
D (1I 1+3(k+1)) & (7I 1) (b   2   k)a0b (b   2   k)a0b
(2I 1, omax)
D (2I 1) & (8I omax)
(2I 2, 1)
D (2I 2) & (9I 1) 0a(a   1)(a   b)0a 0(a   1)(a   b)0a (2)
(2I 2, omax)
D (2I 2) & (9I omax)
(2I 3, 1)
D (2I 3) & (10I 1) 0b(a   1)0ba 0ba(b   1)a0b (1)
(3I 1, omax)
D (3I 1) & (11I omax)
(3I 2, 1)
D (3I 2) & (12I 1) 0ba(a   b)0 0(b   1)(a   b C 1)0a(a   b) (3)
(3I 2, omax)
D (3I 2) & (12I omax)
(3I 3, 1)
D (3I 3) & (1I 1) 0(b   1)a0ba 0(b   1)a0b
(3I 3+2k, omax)
D (3I 3+2k) & (1I omax),
k D 0, : : : , a   b   1
(3I 4+2k, 1)
D (3I 4+2k) & (2I 1) k0a(a   b) k0a(a   b)
(3I 4+2k, omax)
D (3I 4+2k) & (2I omax),
k D 0, : : : , a   b   1
(3I 3+2(k+1), 1)
D (3I 3+2(k+1)) & (1I 1) k0ba0 (k C 1)(b   1)a0b (5)
(4I 1, omax)
D (4I 1) & (2I omax)
(4I 2, 1)
D (4I 2) & (1I 1) (a   b)0ba0 (a   b C 1)(b   1)a0b (6)
(5I 1+3k, omax)
D (5I 1+3k) & (7 I omax),
k D 0, : : : , b   3
(5I 2+3k, 1)
D (5I 2+3k) & (6 I 1) (a   b C 1C k)0ba (a   b C 2C k)(b   1)a0b (6)
(5I 2+3k, omax)
D (5I 2+3k) & (6 I omax),
k D 0, : : : , b   3
(5I 3+3k, 1)
D (5I 3+3k) & (5 I 1) (a   b C 2C k)(b   2)a0b (a   b C 2C k)(b   2)a0b
(5I 3+3k, omax)
D (5I 3+3k) & (5 I omax),
k D 0, : : : , b   3
(5I 1+3(k+1), 1)
D (5I 1+3(k+1)) & (7 I 1) (a   b C 2C k)0a(a   b) (a   b C 2C k)0a(a   b)
(6I 1, omax)
D (6I 1) & (6 I omax)
(6I 2, 1)
D (6I 2) & (5 I 1) a(b   2)a0b a(b   2)a0b
(6I 2, omax)
D (6I 2) & (5 I omax)
(6I 3, 1)
D (6I 3) & (7 I 1) a0a(a   b) a0a(a   b)
(7I 1, omax)
D (7I 1) & (10 I omax)
(7I 2, 1)
D (7I 2) & (9 I 1) a0(b   1)a0b a0(b   1)a0b
(7I 2, omax)
D (7I 2) & (9 I omax)
(7I 3, 1)
D (7I 3) & (8 I 1) a(a   b   1)0a(a   b) a(a   b   1)0a(a   b)
(8I 1, omax)
D (8I 1) & (1 I omax)
(8I 2, 1)
D (8I 2) & (2 I 1) a(a   1)0ba a(a   1)0ba
(9I 1+2k, omax)
D (9I 1+2k) & (1 I omax),
k D 0, : : : , a   b   2
(9I 2+2k, 1)
D (9I 2+2k) & (2 I 1) (a   1   k)(a   1)0ba (a   1   k)(a   1)0ba
(9I 2+2k, omax)
D (9I 2+2k)) & (2 I omax),
k D 0, : : : , a   b   2
(9I 1+2(k+1), 1)
D (9I 1+2(k+1)) & (1 I 1) (a   1   k)(a   1)(a   b)0a (a   2   k)(a   b)0a (7)
(10I 1, omax)
D (10I 1) & (12 I omax)
(10I 2, 1)
D (10I 2) & (11 I 1) ba0a(a   b)0 ba0a(a   b)0
(12I 1, omax)
D (12I 1) & (5I omax)
(12I 2, 1)
D (12I 2) & (6I 1) (b   1)(a   1)0ba (b   1)a(b   1)a0b (1)
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Table 8. Case a  bC1, b  2, Condition (4.7), S D 1 , : : : , 12 .
Walk 1 Walk 2 Sequence 1 Sequence 2 Item
(1 I 1+3k, omax)
D (1 I 1+3k) & (7 I omax),
k D 0, : : : , b   2
(1 I 2+3k, 1)
D (1 I 2+3k) & (6 I 1)
(a   b C k)0ba (a   b C 1C k)(b   1)a0b (8)
(1 I 2+3k, omax)
D (1 I 2+3k) & (6 I omax),
k D 0, : : : , b   2
(1 I 3+3k, 1)
D (1 I 3+3k) & (5 I 1)
(a   b C 1C k)(b   2)a0ba (a   b C 1C k)(b   2)a0b
(1 I 3+3k, omax)
D (1 I 3+3k) & (5 I omax),
k D 0, : : : , b   2
(1 I 1+3(k+1), 1)
D (1 I 1+3(k+1)) & (7 I 1)
(a   b C 1C k)0a(a   b)0 (a   b C k C 1)0a(a   b)
(2 I 1, omax)
D (2 I 1) & (10 I omax)
(2 I 2, 1)
D (2 I 2) & (9 I 1)
(a   1)0(b   1)a0ba (a   1)0(b   1)a0b
(2 I 2, omax)
D (2 I 2) & (9 I omax)
(2 I 3, 1)
D (2 I 3) & (10 I 1)
(a   1)(a   b   1)0a(a   b) (a   1)(a   b   1)0a(a   b)
(5 I 1+3k, omax)
D (5 I 1+3k) & (7I omax),
k D 0, : : : , b   3
(5 I 2+3k, 1)
D (5 I 2+3k) & (5I 1)
(b   2   k)a(a   b)0 (b   3   k)(a   b C 1)0a(a   b) (9)
(5 I 2+3k, omax)
D (5 I 2+3k) & (5I omax),
k D 0, : : : , b   3
(5 I 3+3k, 1)
D (5 I 3+3k) & (6I 1)
(b   3   k)(a   1)0ba (b   3   k)a(b   1)a0b (1)
(5 I 3+3k, omax)
D (5 I 3+3k) & (6I omax),
k D 0, : : : , b   3
(5 I 1+3(k+1), 1)
D (5 I 1+3(k+1)) & (7I 1)
(b   3   k)a0ba (b   3   k)a0b
(6 I 1, omax)
D (6 I 1) & (7I omax)
(6 I 2, 1)
D (6 I 2) & (5I 1)
(b   1)a(a   b)0 (b   2)(a   b C 1)0a(a   b) (10)
(6 I 2, omax)
D (6 I 2) & (5I omax)
(6 I 3, 1)
D (6 I 3) & (6I 1)
(b   2)(a   1)0ba (b   2)a(b   1)a0b (1)
(7 I 1, omax)
D (7 I 1) & (8I omax)
(7 I 2, 1)
D (7 I 2) & (9I 1)
0a(a   1)(a   b)0a 0(a   1)(a   b)0a (2)
(7 I 2, omax)
D (7 I 2) & (9I omax)
(7 I 3, 1)
D (7 I 3) & (10I 1)
0b(a   1)0ba 0ba(b   1)a0b (1)
(8 I 1, omax)
D (8 I 1) & (2I omax)
(8 I 2, 1)
D (8 I 2) & (1I 1)
(a   b   1)0ba0 (a   b)(b   1)a0b (11)
(9 I 1+2k, omax)
D (9 I 1+2k) & (1I omax),
k D 0, : : : , a   b   2
(9 I 2+2k, 1)
D (9 I 2+2k) & (2I 1)
k0a(a   b) k0a(a   b)
(9 I 2+2k, omax)
D (9 I 2+2k)) & (2I omax),
k D 0, : : : , a   b   2
(9 I 1+2(k+1), 1)
D (9 I 1+2(k+1)) & (1I 1)
k0ba0 (k C 1)(b   1)a0b (5)
(10 I 1, omax)
D (10 I 1) & (11I omax)
(10 I 2, 1)
D (10 I 2) & (12I 1)
0ba(a   b)0 0(b   1)(a   b C 1)0a(a   b)
(12 I 1, omax)
D (12 I 1) & (6 I omax)
(12 I 2, 1)
D (12 I 2) & (5 I 1)
a(b   2)a0b a(b   2)a0b
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Table 9. Case a  2, b D 1. See also Tables 6 to 8 with b D 1.
Walk 1 Walk 2 Sequence 1 Sequence 2 Checking via Lemma 3.2: see Item. . .
(4I omax) (5I 1) (a   1)01a0 a0a01 (12)
(5I omax) (6I 1) a0a(a   1) a0a(a   1)
(9I omax) (10I 1) 1(a   1)01a 1a0a01 (13)
(11I omax) (12I 1) 1a(a   1)0 0a0a(a   1) (14)
(12I omax) (1I 1) 0a01a 0a01
(2I 2, omax)
D (2I 2) & (9I omax)
(2I 3, 1)
D (2I 3) & (10I 1)
01(a   1)01a 01a0a01 (13)
(3I 1, omax)
D (3I 1) & (11I omax)
(3I 2, 1)
D (3I 2) & (12I 1)
01a(a   1)0 00a0a(a   1) (14)
(3I 2, omax)
D (3I 2) & (12I omax)
(3I 3, 1)
D (3I 3) & (1I 1)
00a01a 00a01
(10I 1, omax)
D (10I 1) & (12 I omax)
(10I 2, 1)
D (10I 2) & (11 I 1)
1a0a(a   1)0 1a0a(a   1)
(7 I 2, omax)
D (7 I 2) & (9I omax)
(7 I 3, 1)
D (7 I 3) & (10I 1)
01(a   1)01a 01a0a01 (13)
Table 10. Case a D b  2, Conditions (4.5) and (4.6).
Walk 1 Walk 2 Sequence 1 Sequence 2 Checking via Lemma 3.2: see Item. . .
(1I omax) (2I 1) 0a0 0a00
(2I omax) (3I 1) 0aa0 0aa0
(3I omax) (4I 1) 00a0 00a0
(4I omax) (5I 1) 10a0 10a0
(5I omax) (6I 1) (a   1)0aa a(a   1)a0a (15)
(6I omax) (7I 1) a0aa a0a
(7I omax) (8I 1) a00 a00
(8I omax) (9I 1) a(a   1)0aa aa(a   1)a0a (15)
(9I omax) (10I 1) aa0 aa0
(10I omax) (11I 1) aa00 (a   1)10a0 (16)
(11I omax) (12I 1) (a   1)a0aa (a   1)a0a
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Table 11. Case a D b  2, Condition (4.7), S D 1, : : : , 11.
Walk 1 Walk 2 Sequence 1 Sequence 2 Item
(1I 1+3k, omax)
D (1I 1+3k) & (7I omax),
k D 0, : : : , a   2
(1I 2+3k, 1)
D (1I 2+3k) & (5I 1)
(a   1   k)a00 (a   2   k)10a0 (17)
(1I 2+3k, omax)
D (1I 2+3k) & (5I omax),
k D 0, : : : , a   2
(1I 3+3k, 1)
D (1I 3+3k) & (6I 1)
(a   2   k)(a   1)0aa (a   2   k)a(a   1)a0a (15)
(1I 3+3k, omax)
D (1I 3+3k) & (6I omax),
k D 0, : : : , a   2
(1I 1+3(k+1), 1)
D (1I 1+3(k+1)) & (7I 1)
(a   2   k)a0a (a   2   k)a0a
(2I 1, omax)
D (2I 1) & (8I omax)
(2I 2, 1)
D (2I 2) & (9I 1)
0a(a   1)0aa 0aa(a   1)a0a (15)
(3I 1, omax)
D (3I 1) & (10I omax)
(3I 2, 1)
D (3I 2) & (11I 1)
0aa00 0(a   1)10a0 (16)
(3I 2, omax)
D (3I 2) & (11I omax)
(3I 3, 1)
D (3I 3) & (1I 1)
0(a   1)a0aa 0(a   1)a0a
(4I 1, omax)
D (4I 1) & (2I omax)
(4I 2, 1)
D (4I 2) & (1I 1)
00aa0 1(a   1)a0a (17)
(5I 1+3k, omax)
D (5I 1+3k) & (7 I omax),
k D 0, : : : , a   3
(5I 2+3k, 1)
D (5I 2+3k) & (6 I 1)
(k C 1)0aa (k C 2)(a   1)a0a (17)
(5I 2+3k, omax)
D (5I 2+3k) & (6 I omax),
k D 0, : : : , a   3
(5I 3+3k, 1)
D (5I 3+3k) & (5 I 1)
(k C 2)(a   2)a0a (k C 2)(a   2)a0a
(5I 3+3k, omax)
D (5I 3+3k) & (5 I omax),
k D 0, : : : , a   3
(5I 1+3(k+1), 1)
D (5I 1+3(k+1)) & (7 I 1)
(k C 2)0a0 (k C 2)0a0
(6I 1, omax)
D (6I 1) & (6 I omax)
(6I 2, 1)
D (6I 2) & (5 I 1)
a(a   2)a0a a(a   2)a0a
(6I 2, omax)
D (6I 2) & (5 I omax)
(6I 3, 1)
D (6I 3) & (7 I 1)
a0a0 a0a0
(7I 1, omax)
D (7I 1) & (9 I omax)
(7I 2, 1)
D (7I 2) & (8 I 1)
a0(a   1)a0a a0(a   1)a0a
(9I 1, omax)
D (9I 1) & (11 I omax)
(9I 2, 1)
D (9I 2) & (10 I 1)
aa0a00 aa0a00
(11I 1, omax)
D (11I 1) & (5I omax)
(11I 2, 1)
D (11I 2) & (6I 1)
(a   1)(a   1)0aa (a   1)a(a   1)a0a (15)
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Table 12. Case a D b  2, Condition (4.7), S D 1 , : : : , 12 .
Walk 1 Walk 2 Sequence 1 Sequence 2 Item
(1 I 1+3k, omax)
D (1 I 1+3k) & (7 I omax),
k D 0, : : : , a   2
(1 I 2+3k, 1)
D (1 I 2+3k) & (6 I 1)
k0aa (k C 1)(a   1)a0a (18)
(1 I 2+3k, omax)
D (1 I 2+3k) & (6 I omax),
k D 0, : : : , a   2
(1 I 3+3k, 1)
D (1 I 3+3k) & (5 I 1)
(k C 1)(a   2)a0aa (k C 1)(a   2)a0a
(1 I 3+3k, omax)
D (1 I 3+3k) & (5 I omax),
k D 0, : : : , a   2
(1 I 1+3(k+1), 1)
D (1 I 1+3(k+1)) & (7 I 1)
(k C 1)0a00 (k C 1)0a0
(5 I 1+3k, omax)
D (5 I 1+3k) & (7I omax),
k D 0, : : : , a   3
(5 I 2+3k, 1)
D (5 I 2+3k) & (5I 1)
(a   2   k)a00 (a   3   k)10a0 (19)
(5 I 2+3k, omax)
D (5 I 2+3k) & (5I omax),
k D 0, : : : , a   3
(5 I 3+3k, 1)
D (5 I 3+3k) & (6I 1)
(a   3   k)(a   1)0aa (a   3   k)a(a   1)a0a (15)
(5 I 3+3k, omax)
D (5 I 3+3k) & (6I omax),
k D 0, : : : , a   3
(5 I 1+3(k+1), 1)
D (5 I 1+3(k+1)) & (7I 1)
(a   3   k)a0aa (a   3   k)a0a
(6 I 1, omax)
D (6 I 1) & (7I omax)
(6 I 2, 1)
D (6 I 2) & (5I 1)
(a   1)a00 (a   2)10a0 (20)
(6 I 2, omax)
D (6 I 2) & (5I omax)
(6 I 3, 1)
D (6 I 3) & (6I 1)
(a   2)(a   1)0aa (a   2)a(a   1)a0a (15)
(7 I 1, omax)
D (7 I 1) & (8I omax)
(7 I 2, 1)
D (7 I 2) & (9I 1)
0a(a   1)0aa 0aa(a   1)a0a (15)
(9 I 1, omax)
D (9 I 1) & (10I omax)
(9 I 2, 1)
D (9 I 2) & (11I 1)
0aa00 0(a   1)10a0 (16)
(11 I 1, omax)
D (11 I 1) & (6 I omax)
(11 I 2, 1)
D (11 I 2) & (5 I 1)
a(a   2)a0aa a(a   2)a0a
Table 13. Case a D b D 1.
Walk 1 Walk 2 Sequence 1 Sequence 2 Checking via Lemma 3.2: see Item. . .
(4I omax) (5I 1) 00110 10101 (22)
(5I omax) (6I 1) 1010 1010
(10I omax) (11I 1) 1100 01010 (23)
(3I 1, omax)
D (3I 1) & (10I omax)
(3I 2, 1)
D (3I 2) & (11I 1)
01100 001010 (23)
(9I 1, omax)
D (9I 1) & (11 I omax)
(9I 2, 1)
D (9I 2) & (10 I 1)
110100 11010
(9 I 1, omax)
D (9 I 1) & (10I omax)
(9 I 2, 1)
D (9 I 2) & (11I 1)
01100 001010 (23)
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Fig. 16. A for 2  a D b  3 (dimmed states and edges only
for a D 3).
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Fig. 17. Asl for 2  a D b  3 (dimmed state and edges only for
a D 3).
Fig. 18. A for a D b D 1.
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Fig. 19. Asl for a D b D 1.
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